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T3. Cognitive Radio, Software-Defined Radio, and Adaptation of Wireless Mobile Radio 
Systems 

Abstract: 
Today's wireless services and systems have come a long way since the rollout of the 
conventional voice-centric cellular systems.  The demand for wireless access in voice and 
multi-media applications has been increasing. As a result of the convergence of computing, 
content, and entertainment with communication, the radio equipments have become part of 
our daily lives. It came to a point where we cannot live without them anymore. We cannot 
interact, chat, find our direction, have fun or sometimes even think without them.  We can 
leave everything behind, but, cannot go anywhere without them.  The fun is actually just 
starting. Wait until when you see the intelligence is added to these radios. Equipped with the 
capability and flexibility of software defined radios and combined with the machine learning, a 
new concept which is referred as Cognitive Radio has emerged in the wireless world. 
Cognitive radios can sense and be aware of its radio, user, and network environments, and 
react to these by adapting the operation parameters in order to maximize user satisfaction. 
With such a capability and intelligence, these radios can do amazing things such as learning 
from the past experiences of its user and about themselves to better adapt to various 
conditions in the future. They make our homes much smarter; make our cars and driving 
experience more enjoyable; reduce the health concerns by allowing more controlled 
electromagnetic radiation; solve interoperability problems between various networks, and 
eventually be our best friends. Considering the importance of radios in all aspects of life, 
Cognitive Radios can even save lives in disasters. In the light of all these remarkable 
benefits, the social, economical, and environmental impact of cognitive radios are expected 
to be significant. 

This tutorial targets to discuss the cognitive radio, software defined radio, and adaptive radio 
concepts from several aspects.  Adaptive resource management, adaptive transmission 
technologies and receiver adaptations techniques for the evolution of wireless 
communication systems will be reviewed. The enabling techniques for these adaptations that 
requires  sensing and measurements of some radio and interference parameters, like 
Doppler spread estimation, link quality estimation, signal-to-noise ratio estimation, 
interference temperature measurement, post-processing channel quality estimations (CRC 
estimation, Bit-error-rate estimation, frame erasure rate estimation) etc., will be covered. 
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